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Enter report

Welcome to our inaugural Non-financial Report. This report is published in accordance with The Companies,
Partnership and Groups (Accounts and Non-Financial Reporting) Regulations 2016 and provides our
non-financial information, such as how we are managing our social and environmental impacts.
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Introduction and scope
In December 2016 the Government published new regulations requiring companies of a certain
size and type to disclose their non-financial information as part of their Strategic Report.
The regulation’s purpose is to ensure companies are transparently disclosing their approach
to environmental, employee, social, human rights, anti-corruption and anti-bribery matters.
At ø, we’ve been publishing information on our corporate responsibility approach since 2003
and continue to include matters of social, ethical and environmental concern in our parent
company, Telefónica S.A. sustainability website and on our ø UK sustainability website.
The first 13 pages of this document act as a summary, with the full report (pages 14-38) providing
our full non-financial information, as required by the legislation.
This report covers 1 January to 31 December 2017.
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Purpose and business model
ø is the commercial brand of Telefónica UK Limited. We’re a leading digital
communications company with over 32 million connections on our network.

32 million
6,900

Our business model is customer-centric and we have a strong track record
of delivering customer focused propositions, such as ø Recycle which allows
customers to sell their old device to us in exchange for cash, and ø Priority
which gives our customers exclusive offers and priority access to events across
the UK.

direct employees

We exist to help our customers get the most out of being connected and our
purpose is to make every day better through personal experiences that count.
More on our business model and company purpose, which we launched in
2017, can be found on page 16 of the full report.
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RISK

Framework

Identification
Our risk management model helps us prioritise our risks and develop initiatives to combat
them. This framework is aligned with best practice and is supported by the Telefónica UK
Risk Management Policy.

Evaluations

More on our risk management approach, which has been independently assessed by
the British Standards Institute against the ISO31000:2009 Standard, can be found on
page 17 of the full report.

Response
MONITORING

and reporting
independently

by

assessed
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Responsible business
A responsible business approach has long been one of our guiding principles. We have a clear,
ambitious and responsible business plan called Our Blueprint, which aims to help 20 million people
live better with technology by 2020.
Our plan is focused in the following ways:

Helping the UK
stay safe online

Creating more
opportunities
to help young
people thrive

Helping people reduce
their impact on the
planet using our
product and services

At the end of 2017 we had helped over 14 million people live better through our products,
programmes and services across a range of initiatives.
As we continue towards our 20 million target by 2020, we remain committed to delivering
benefits for our customers and wider society as well as reporting regularly against our target. Our
progress report to date can be accessed here.
More information on our performance against our responsible business commitments, as well as
how we manage our performance, can be found on page 20 in the full report.
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Our Blueprint
helping people live better with technology
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Business principles
Our Business Principles underpin our commitments to our customers, employees,
suppliers and society. It helps all of our employees to act with integrity and transparency.
Our Business Principles centre on three core values which are essential to promoting trust with our stakeholders:

Integrity

Commitment

Transparency

For us this means being honest
and acting in accordance with
non-negotiable ethical standards

The relationship we undertake with
each of our stakeholder groups is
based on a commitment to always
act in a responsible manner and to
stand by what we pledge

We commit to clear and accessible
information about our strategy and
our activities, providing a platform
for questions to be asked anyone
at any time

As part of Telefónica S.A., we adhere to the global Telefónica Business Principles, which were re-launched in 2017, and
can be accessed here.
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Policies and compliance
To manage our impacts we have a range of policies across the areas of environment, society, employees, human rights,
as well as anti-bribery and corruption.

Policy name

Environment

People

Telefónica UK Anti-bribery and Corruption Policy

√

Telefónica UK Business Principles Policy

√

Society

Human Rights

√
√

√

FCA Compliance Policy
√

√

√

√

Business Expenses Policy

√

√

Purchasing Policy
Telefónica UK Sustainable Supply Chain Policy

√
√

Telefónica UK Speak Up Policy
Environment Policy

Anti bribery
and corruption

√
√

√

√

√

Each policy is reviewed on a regular basis and applies to all our employees (including fixed term and temporary), subsidiaries,
including Telefónica UK Ltd, giffgaff and Weve, as well as contractors and secondees.
Information on the steps we take to ensure compliance with our policies can be found on page 22 of the full report.
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Anti-Bribery and Corruption
We have a zero tolerance approach to bribery and corruption. Anti-Bribery and Corruption policies
and procedures apply to all employees, contractors, suppliers and third parties performing services
on our behalf.
Our Policy states that we are committed to acting professionally, fairly, with integrity and do not
tolerate any form of bribery or corruption.
Anyone found to be in violation of this Policy may be subject to disciplinary procedures as defined
by our Conduct, Attendance and Performance Policy.
Speak Up
It is expected that all employees act with the highest standards of honesty, transparency and integrity.
Any breach of the Anti-Bribery and Corruption policy must be reported immediately via the Speak Up
Channel or to the Head of Compliance, directly.
Information on our anti-bribery and corruption policy can be found on page 23 in the full report.
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Environmental impacts
We are committed to reducing our impact on the environment while helping others do the same through our
products and services.
Our strategy sets out the road map for how we can reduce the environmental impact of our own facilities at the
same time as developing the potential for digital services to reduce the environmental footprint of other sectors.

With our products and services we help our
customers do their bit to look after the planet.
These include, for example, ø Recycle, selling
phones without chargers, and Eco Rating,
which helps customers to better estimate the
environmental impacts of their devices

We see climate protection, energy efficiency
and resource conservation as areas with great
potential for action throughout our entire value
chain. These are the areas we are focused on in
our effort to reduce the environmental impact of
our business activities

More on our environmental impacts and what we are doing to manage them can be found on page 24 of the full report.
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Social impacts
Two areas of Our Blueprint are focused on making sure our business delivers a positive social impact. Through
our partnership with NSPCC we are helping families across the UK stay safe online, and through our Go Think Big
programme we are creating more opportunities to help young people thrive.

Helping the UK stay safe online
The digital world is undoubtedly
a force for good. Yet it can feel
overwhelming, especially if people feel they’re losing control
of things like privacy, data protection, and how to keep their
children safe online. That’s why we’ve joined forces with
the NSPCC. Together we’re empowering children to make
more informed choices about their online life by equipping
parents to have better conversations to help build children’s
resilience. In 2017 we helped parents take over 2 million
actions to keep their children safe online

Helping young people thrive
Digital technology is giving more people access to the
possibilities of the online world. It’s also challenging
inequalities by providing better services, information
and opportunities. Our Go Think Big platform gives young people aged
15-24 access to inspiration, funding and exclusive opportunities from ø
and our partners – making the most of who we are and the strengths
of those we work with. We help young people access and make the
most of these opportunities, wherever they’re from, and showcase their
talent, passion and ambition to create a future that’s right for them. In
2017 we helped over 250,000 young people from all areas of the UK

More on our social impacts and what we are doing to manage them can be found on page 28 of the full report.
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Employees
We’re committed to creating an environment that attracts a diverse and
talented workforce with a focus on the customer and a passion for our brand.
We aim to develop our employees’ capabilities in full, drive high satisfaction
and wellbeing, and make sure there are equal opportunities for all. We also
encourage smart working so that employees can work flexibly and maintain
a good work-life balance.

6,900
direct employees

1in3

We recognise that our people are vital ambassadors for Our Blueprint.
That’s why Our Blueprint is written into each employee’s personal objectives
encouraging everyone to play their part in supporting our sustainability goals.
Our employee engagement platform, Our Blueprint, supports and tracks
involvement so we can recognise and reward people taking part in our social
and environmental programmes. We are proud that around 1 in 3 employees
get involved in our programmes.
More information on how we build and support a diverse and talented
workforce can be found on page 31 of the full report.
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Health and safety
We are committed to ensuring the health and safety of all our people and others who may be affected by our activities, such as our
contractors, partners, customers and members of the public.
This commitment is stated in our Health and Safety Policy. The policy places responsibility on ø to continually improve health and
safety performance and comply with relevant legislation and other standards, as well as on our employees and contractors to adhere
to the policy.
We have number of initiatives in place to ensure compliance with our Health and Safety Policy. For example, all employees and
contractors must take three computer based mandatory training courses for health and safety every two years. The completion rates
for 2017 were: Display Screen Equipment 96%; Safety and You 95%; and Fire Awareness 97%.
More on our approach to health and safety can be found on page 33 of the full report.
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Supply chain
We are committed to sustainable procurement and ethical supplier management
throughout our entire value chain.
The basis for our action is formed by the fair and long term partnership with
our suppliers. We use our own supply chain policies and web-based tools in our
supplier management system for the evaluation of our suppliers, taking both
social and environmental impacts into account.
We also proactively work with our larger suppliers to make social and
environmental commitments, using our purchasing power to drive change.
There are a number of ways we ethically manage our supply chain
which include:
• Business principles
• Supplier code of conduct
More on our supply chain and what we are doing to manage it can be found
on page 35 of the full report.
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Performance in 2017
Unit

2016

2017

%

78.8

79.5

Total energy consumption

MWh

499,351.42

520,391.40

Energy from renewable sources

MWh

285,098.45

289,823.28

Emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG)

tCO2eq

115,564.68

93,704.65

Direct emissions (scope 1)

tCO2eq

10.269.38

7,699.95

Indirect emissions (scope 2, “location-based method”)

tCO2eq

105,295.31

86,004.70

Indirect emissions (scope 2, “market-based method”)

tCO2eq

195,459.77

177,829.12

Waste managed

Tonnes

579.36

594.92

%

99.97

99.96

Impacts

362,502

258,487

Impacts

1,681,902

2,354,954

Maintain registration to BS OHSAS 18001

Y/N

Yes

Yes

Fatalities

Units

0

0

Enforcement action

Units

0

0

Reportable injuries (RIDDOR)

Units

25

4

Total incidents

Units

319

163

Economic
% purchases awarded locally
Environmental

% recycled waste
Social

Number of young people helped to access information, advice and high-quality work experience
Online Safety

Number of actions to keep children safe online
Health and Safety
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Full report
This is ø Holdings Limited group’s inaugural Non-Financial Report, fulfilling our obligations to publish a non-financial statement in the Strategic Report for certain
group companies. It’s published in accordance with The Companies, Partnership and Groups (Accounts and Non-Financial Reporting) Regulations 2016.
Introduction and scope
ø Holdings Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary which acts as an intermediate holding company for the Telefónica group’s UK operating businesses
which include:
• Telefónica UK Limited, a mobile network operator (MNO) trading in the UK under the brand name ‘ø’;
• giffgaff Limited, a virtual mobile network operator (MVNO) running on the ø network trading under the brand name ‘giffgaff’; and
• Weve Limited, a mobile advertising business.
The ultimate parent company is Telefónica S.A. incorporated in Spain and primarily listed on the Spanish stock exchange.
At ø, we have been publishing information on our corporate responsibility approach since 2006 and continue to include matters of social, ethical and
environmental concern in Telefónica, S.A., Annual Reports and Accounts and on our UK website.
This report covers 1 January to 31 December 2017
Contents
Our business model and purpose
page 16
Risk management
page 17
Responsible business strategy and approach
page 20
Integrity and Business Principles
page 22
Environmental impact
page 24
Social impact
page 28
Employee matters
page 31
Health and safety
page 33
Ethical supply chain
page 35
KPIs
page 38
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Our business model and purpose
ø is the commercial brand of Telefónica UK Limited. We’re a leading digital communications company with over 32 million connections on our network.
Our business model
We pursue a customer-led, mobile-first strategy focused on delivering a differentiated customer experience and helping customers get the most out of mobile
connectivity. This strategy ensures that ø focuses primarily on customer needs, using mobile technologies as the key enabler with the aim of making every day
better through personal experiences that count.
We deliver a differentiated customer experience through a customer centric approach. ø has a strong track record of delivering customer focused propositions
such as the ø Refresh proposition (which offers separate airtime and device contracts so that customers can pay off the cost of their device at any time). To
bring even more flexibility to customers, ø has launched propositions such as: ø Recycle (which allows customers to sell their old device in exchange for cash);
an Annual Upgrade Programme (which enables customers to get the newest device every year); Like New (which offers customers a choice of quality-assured
pre-owned handsets); and, more recently, Flexible Refresh (which allows customers to change their tariff each month); Oops (which provides a free screen
replacement on certain handsets) and Family plans (which provide discounts for additional family members using ø). Our customer focus also extends to looking
after our planet with Charger out of the Box which means with many phones we don’t automatically give out a charger thus helping to reduce electronic waste
and landfill; and Eco rating which enables customers to choose more sustainable phones. For business customers, we intend to continue to develop offerings
targeted at their specific needs such as Just Call Me – our simple solution for conference calls.
We are committed to enabling everyone to share in the advantages of the digital world and providing them with inspiration and assistance. Our ø Gurus make
it easier especially for older people, families and for those with accessibility challenges to use our products and services. They help customers and non-customers
online and in our stores with advice on and support to help them get the most from their technology.
Being part of the Telefonica group of companies affords benefits such as scale efficiencies in procurement and access to products and services, innovation
development such as 5G and artificial intelligence and relationships with multinational companies.
Our company purpose
To deepen our focus on our customer-led approach, we launched a new Purpose in 2017: Making every day better through personal experiences that count.
At ø, we are diverse. We all think differently, but our Purpose informs the way we all work and learn. Our common goal is to bring our Purpose to life
and make it relevant for ourselves, our colleagues, teams, managers and the communities in which we live and work.
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Risk management
Our risk management model helps us prioritise our risks and develop initiatives to combat them.
This framework is aligned with best practice in Internal Control (COSO1 II Report and ISO31000:2009 Principles and Guidelines for Risk Management). It’s
supported by the Telefónica UK Risk Management Policy and detailed process documentation which has all been independently assessed by the British Standards
Institute against the ISO31000:2009 Standard.

Identification

Evaluation

Response

Monitoring and Reporting

Supported by our dedicated Risk Business Partners within the Central Risk Management team, the framework is designed to identify, assess, manage, monitor
and treat significant risks that could have a negative impact on our future success. The framework allows the Board to be aware of key risks and opportunities,
and assign the most effective resources to respond quickly.
We hold regular topical risk workshops and forums to discuss and evaluate emerging risks to our business. This can include things like climate change and the
environment, data fraud and the withdrawal of the UK from the European Union.
Our most significant business, operational and financial risks are referenced in the Annual Report and Accounts. We also consider our non-financial or ‘global’
risks, the most significant of which include:
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Risk description

Risk treatment

Economic and political environment:
If we fail to consider the implications of the wider economic and political environment
(eg Brexit) we could jeopardise our future operations and limit what business objectives
we can achieve.

We’re keeping a close eye on the UK’s proposed withdrawal from the European Union,
in order to assess potential impacts on our business. This workflow is being overseen
by the TUK Director of Regulatory Affairs and the TUK Financial Controller..

Environmental impact:
We take our environmental responsibility very seriously, but acknowledge that there
are risks with day-to-day operations. This could be in the form of electromagnetic field
emissions, network deployment and pollution through fuel leakage or waste management.

We verify our performance against a wide range of industry, UK and international
standards, including ISO9001 & ISO14001 which are externally assessed. These standards
cover most of our vital activities from overall business performance, billing accuracy,
network quality and data security, to environmental impact and health and safety.

Child protection:
If we fail to protect children online it could result in reputational damage and/or regulatory
intervention.

We have a robust network of ‘SHIELD’ controls in place to protect young people on our
network from inappropriate content and contact. We also work with the NSPCC to raise
awareness of online safety and share advice with parents and children.

Social impact and brand values:
Our Blueprint programme delivers our public pledge to help 20 million people live better
with tech by 2020. This ambition, combined with a strong visual identity, differentiates
us from our competition. Restricting our charitable activities or misusing of our key brand
assets like the ø bubbles, font or colours, could dilute our brand identity and values.

Since 2016, Our Blueprint has been creating positive experiences in communities
across the UK. Campaigns to help deliver our 2020 ambition include Go Think Big, our
partnership with NSPCC and ø Recycle.
To protect the ø brand, we work with Brand Central to monitor ’brand encroachment’
and seek Legal redress where necessary.

Customer experience:
The customer is key to our operations, so any negative impact (perceived or real) could
have significant impact on our operations in a highly competitive market.

Our strategy of ‘Customer Led, Mobile First’ puts customers at the forefront during our
decision-making. We use fanBASE surveys to understand what our customers think and
make our company truly customer-led.

Ethical supply chain:
Our suppliers underpin all areas of service delivery from network build through to
customer care and billing. In extreme situations, supplier quality failings could mean a
loss of service to end customers on a national basis, impact revenues and reputation,
expose the company to contractual penalties from corporate customers, drive additional
operational costs as we test and deploy fixes or replacement solutions, or result in late
deployment of capability and lost revenues.

All our suppliers must operate in accordance to the Telefónica Supply Chain
Sustainability Policy (TSCSP) – it’s part of their contract. We also undertake riskbased due diligence when we’re selecting suppliers and throughout their contracts,
driving any improvement action that’s needed. This approach integrates sustainability
management into the procurement process. We also track and deploy best practice in
supply chain sustainability management techniques.
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Risk description

Risk treatment

Recruitment and talent retention:
If we fail to screen new employees adequately and look after new and existing employees
appropriately, it could result in legal action and loss of key talent.

We have a talented workforce and have many initiatives in place to make sure we hold
onto them and help them to develop. These include:
• Robust performance review and management/pay for performance
• New talent management process including risk/retention assessment
• Proactive talent development, career management, mobility opportunities and
increased exposure to the leadership team
• Succession planning for High Business impact roles which assess the risk level
associated with these roles and seeks to mitigate those risks through planned and
emergency succession
• Retention awards/bonuses

Compliance and treating customers fairly:
The telecommunications industry is highly regulated, so we have many legal and ethical
obligations to meet. The level of regulation means it’s possible that breaches could occur.
This includes, but is not limited to, Ofcom general conditions, Data Privacy laws, the UK
Bribery Act and Financial Conduct Authority rules (including Treating Customers Fairly (TCF)).

We have a full and robust set of policies which we share with all employees and
associated third parties. These policies provide clear guidance on how we operate
and where additional information can be found if required.
To support our people’s understanding and knowledge, a suite of compliance
e-Learning courses are mandated relevant to specific laws and regulations.
The completion of these e-Learning modules is monitored and communicated
to management.

Data privacy:
If we share customer data without permission or misunderstand those permissions, it
could impact our General Data Protection Regulation compliance.

We have a Digital Confidence programme in place to address data privacy risks. Each
operating division has been asked to review their current products and services for
compliance with internally set Data Governance on Customer Data Principles and
permissions. The programme also reviews compliance against the EU General Data
Protection Regulation, which was implemented on 25 May 2018.
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Responsible Business
Society demands that organisations play a role that goes beyond mere economic development. A responsible business approach has long been one of our guiding
principles. We have a clear, ambitious and responsible business strategy called Our Blueprint which aims to help 20 million people live better with technology by 2020.
Our plan is focused in the following ways:
• help UK families to stay safe online (for example, by joining forces with the UK’s leading child safeguarding charity, the NSPCC)
• create more opportunities to help young people thrive
• do our bit to help people reduce their impact on the planet using our mobile products and services
Our progress
At the end of 2017, we had helped over 14 million people live better through our products, programmes and services across wide-ranging initiatives.
•ø
 Recycle – we’ve made it easier for people to recycle their old phones, reducing waste and enabling customers to get money back for their unwanted devices.
In 2017 we recycled more than 340,000 phones, tablets and wearables, which meant more than £13 million back in customers’ pockets
•G
 o Think Big – in 2017 we helped over 250,000 young people access information, advice and high-quality work experience that helped them transition to the
world of work
• Chargerless phones – we sold over 250,000 phones without chargers, reducing the pile up of additional unwanted chargers and electronic waste
•O
 nline safety – through our partnership with NSPCC we’ve helped parents and professionals to take over 4 million actions to keep children safe online. We’re
continuing to find new, innovative ways to support parents to understand their children’s online world
As we continue to drive to our 20 million target by 2020, we remain committed to delivering benefits for our customers and wider society as well as to reporting
regularly against our target. Our progress report to date can be accessed here.
Managing our performance
While we believe the greatest potential for change lies in harnessing our technology to enable more people to reduce their impact, we remain committed to
operating responsibly and minimising our own business impacts year on year.
We manage our performance and progress against our publicly-stated aims through formal governance structures. A Sustainability and Responsibility Council
(SRC), composed of senior colleagues from across the business, oversees all social, environmental and ethical matters and reports into the UK Board.
As part of Telefónica S.A., we take on our parent company’s policies covering areas such as health and safety, supply chain and child safety and we also
follow internationally-recognised quality systems such as the environmental management system ISO14001.
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Externally, we have been recognised for our corporate responsibility programmes by The Marketing Society, the Charity Times Awards and Ethical Corporation. We
have retained consecutive Carbon Trust standards since 2008, and were the first mobile telecommunications company to get the triple standard for carbon, water
and waste.
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Integrity and Business Principles
Our ethical code, called Business Principles, underpins our commitments to our customers, employee, suppliers and society, and helps all employees act with integrity
and transparency. Our Business Principles centre on three core values which are essential to promoting trust with our stakeholders.
• Integrity – for us it means honesty and acting in accordance with non-negotiable ethical standards
• Commitment – the relationship we undertake with each of our stakeholder groups is based on a commitment to always act in a responsible manner and to stand
by what we pledge
• Transparency – we commit to providing our customers, employees, suppliers, shareholders and society in general with clear and accessible information about our
strategy and our activities, and providing a platform for questions to be asked or doubt to be raised by anyone at any time
As part of Telefónica S.A., our UK business adheres to the global Telefónica Business Principles, which were relaunched in 2017, and can be accessed here.
Our ethical code provides guidance on:
• respect for the law
• labour rights
• health and safety
• data protection
• human rights
• diversity
• freedom of expression and privacy
• supply chain
Our policies
As with our ethical code, we adhere to all global policies on responsible business. We define a company policy as a set of rules and behaviours which must be followed
by everyone who acts on our behalf, whether they are employees, contingent workers or contractors working for us or for our suppliers, partners, or fellow group
companies, as stipulated in such Company policy.
We comply with all applicable laws and regulations while also adhering to our own internal policies.
All our policies are compatible with the strategic direction and the context of the business.
We are committed to acting professionally, fairly and with integrity and will not tolerate any form of bribery or corruption. Aligned to this we have a range of policies that
we are required to comply with. Each policy is reviewed on a regular basis and updated as required and applies to all our employees (including fixed term and temporary),
subsidiaries, including Telefónica UK Ltd, giffgaff and Weve, contractors and secondees.
These policies help ensure our continued operation as a responsible business:
•: Telefónica UK Anti-bribery and Corruption Policy • FCA Compliance Policy
• Environment Policy
• Purchasing Policy
• Telefónica UK Business Principles Policy

• Telefónica UK Speak Up Policy
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Anti-Bribery and Corruption
We have a zero tolerance approach to bribery and corruption. Anti-Bribery and Corruption policies and procedures apply to all employees, contractors, suppliers and
third parties performing services on our behalf.
Our Policy states that we are committed to acting professionally, fairly, with integrity and do not tolerate any form of bribery or corruption. Our Business Principles
state that “we do not offer or accept gifts, entertainment or other types of incentives which may reward or influence a business decision.” We do not make
donations of any type, either in cash or in kind, to political parties, organisations, factions, movements, bodies (of either a public or private nature) whose activity is
clearly linked with political activity. Anyone found to be in violation of this Policy may be subject to disciplinary procedures as defined by our Conduct, Attendance
and Performance Policy.
Speak Up
It is expected that all employees act with the highest standards of honesty, transparency and integrity. Any breach of the Anti-Bribery and Corruption policy must be
reported immediately via the Speak Up Channel or to the Head of Compliance, directly. We take all reports seriously and, where appropriate, they are investigated in
more depth. No employee is discriminated against in any way as a result of reporting a concern in good faith.
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Environmental impact
In the UK, we are governed by Telefónica’s global Environmental Strategy, which forms part of the Environmental Policy and Energy Policy approved by senior
managers. This strategy sets out the road map for how we can reduce the environmental impact of our facilities at the same time as developing the potential for
digital services to reduce the environmental footprint of other sectors.
We run an Environmental Management Systems (EMS) in accordance with ISO 14001:2015, certified by an external body (BSI), which contributes to the
management of all environmental aspects and helps extend a culture of environmental responsibility across the whole supply chain.
To fulfil our commitments, we’re following our six global environmental management principles:
• the measurement of environmental performance indicators or KPIs
• a responsible for network deployment
• the global risk management
• the Environmental Management System
• the compliance with legislation
• the promotion of a circular economy
Environmental policy
We want to make sure that our impact on the environment is as low as possible. Our environmental policy helps keep us on track and helps employees
understand the part they have to play. The policy applies to all our employees (including fixed term and temporary) for any activity related to Quality and
Environment in Telefónica UK which is covered by ISO9001 & ISO14001.
Our environmental and climate change risks are controlled and managed under our risk model. The environmental aspects of the telecommunications operations
are mainly focused on the risks associated with resource (energy, waste and water) consumption. There are external targets for these material aspect areas.
The policy states that we will:
• create value for our shareholders
• authorise and empower employees to deliver Quality and Environmental business objectives
• develop, educate and train our employees to increase their competence
• communicate the Quality and Environment Policy, objectives and procedures to employees so that they understand how they can contribute and benefit
• listen, gather, assess and act upon feedback from employees, customers and partners
• uphold and, where feasible, exceed all UK and EU legal and regulatory requirements relevant to our business
• cooperate with our partners to deliver mutual and beneficial objectives
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• plan appropriate financial, human, and physical resources to enable the successful delivery of business activity through formal planning, resourcing and
project management activity
• deliver efficient and effective business activity through owned, communicated, accurate and appropriate procedures
• sustain and improve our work environment by increasing the energy efficiency of our sites and equipment, reduce the visual impact and noise of our sites
and equipment, and cutting harmful emissions by embedding environmental issues in every part of business activity
• reduce waste and pollution by using fewer resources, reusing resources and by recycling, and preventing pollution where possible
• assess, measure and report and improve independently all areas of business activity both internally and externally through our Quality and Environment
Audit Programme
• protect business, employee and customer data, wellbeing and futures from personal, financial, environmental, competitor, technological or natural threats
• review all Quality and Environment activity in the business at least annually
• improve business products, services and ways of working to enhance profits, reduce costs, increase efficiency, improve effectiveness, strengthen our reputation,
develop resilience and decrease impact on the environment
Developing responsibly
The services that we offer are subject to a continuously growing demand, not only in connectivity, but also in data traffic, which is increasing exponentially. This poses
the challenge of further developing our networks and equipment, while reducing our environmental footprint and separating the business growth from greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG).
We offer products and services that help our customers reduce their impact on the environment, in turn adding value to connectivity, the Internet of Things, the
Cloud or Big Data. In a digital world there are more opportunities for eco-efficiency and a decarbonised and circular economy.
Our most significant environmental impact from energy consumption comes from our network, but also with physical elements, such as visual
impact or waste. To implement and maintain the responsible network, we apply the best practices available and we manage all environmental
aspects of this from design to decommissioning.
Our goal is to lessen the environmental impact of our business activities. We see climate protection, energy efficiency and resource conservation
as the areas with the greatest potential for action throughout the entire value chain.
We make consistent use of our energy saving potential especially via our efficient network technology. With the help of modern network
equipment, improved software, more efficient rectifiers, increased use of LED lighting, optimised air conditioning, and free air cooling systems
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we are extending this commitment even further. In the area of mobility we are lowering our Cø emissions by reducing business travel where possible and we are
also reducing the average emission of our vehicle fleet.
With our green services, our customers can also act in a more energy efficient and environmentally friendly way. These include, for instance, smart meters to
reduce energy use and Eco Rating, which helps customers to better estimate the environmental impacts of their devices.
Aims and achievements
We know that climate change is the greatest environmental challenge that our planet faces and we believe that we can play a part in reducing emissions through
our products and services. We’ve put in place energy and climate change goals for 2015–2020 as part of our plan to contribute to the Paris Agreement, and we’re
making progress in measuring the impact that our digital services have in mitigating climate change. For more information about Telefónica’s wider environmental
initiatives, please visit our corporate website. Our UK website shows how we translate the global aims into tangible activities in our market.
In 2017 we have focussed on:
• network efficiency and the careful management of our energy, waste and water impacts
• working with employees, customers and suppliers to influence the way we all do business
• reducing the carbon emissions from our network by 40%, relative to data traffic
• buying 100% renewable energy for all sites where we control the energy bill
• constantly reducing the amount of water used per person in our corporate sites
• maintaining zero waste to landfill where operationally possible
• recycling 39,000 customer phones through ø Recycle and re-using over 310,000
Case study – The Environment Now
1
In 2017, we launched The Environment Now – a programme designed to inspire young people aged 17–24 to apply for grants of up to £10,000 to progress ideas
that put digital at the heart of sustainable innovation. Co-funded with The National Lottery’s Big Lottery Fund, the scheme offered the money to the 50 most
innovative ideas, which included ideas such as:
• P ipes Away! – a virtual-reality experience designed to educate people on what they should or shouldn’t be flushing down their toilet through an interactive
experience in the sewers
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• Yellow Label – a mobile app aiming to reduce food waste in retail
• BlakBear – increasing awareness of pollution levels in their local environment through pollution sensors which attach to a smartphone and measure nitrogen
dioxide levels

The Environment Now is funded by ø and the National Lottery’s Big Lottery Fund through the Our Bright Future programme.
It is managed by the National Youth Agency.
1
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Social impact
The initiatives of our responsible business programme, Our Blueprint, are supported by activity all across the business focussed on making a difference. Our
actions are proving to have great social impact.
Promoting digital confidence
Technology is everywhere: our pockets, homes, workspaces, cars, and in our family and social lives. The digital world allows people to do more and, with its
ability to engage many millions, is proven to be a force for good. It enables people to make positive choices, connect to their communities and learn new skills.
And yet it can feel overwhelming, especially if people feel they’re losing control of things like privacy, data protection, and how to keep their children safe online.
We aim to give people peace of mind, explaining how technology can support families and communities, the way people live, work, travel, consume and
socialise. This includes what we do to manage people’s personal data and rights to privacy, and how we help families to protect children from online risk. We
also want to provide a safe environment for customers, to promote digital confidence in communities and make sure that, regardless of age, gender or ability,
everyone can access and reap the benefits of technology.
We’ve joined forces with the UK’s leading child safeguarding charity, the NSPCC to help parents and children stay safe online. Our aim is to give parents the
know-how and confidence to talk regularly with their children about the opportunities and risks of the online world. Our mission is to help children make more
informed choices about the information they share, and how and with whom they connect online.
This landmark partnership between ø and the NSPCC means that now, and in the coming years, parents can rely on:
• a free helpline (0800 800 5002) offering advice on parental controls, privacy settings, social media, gaming and more
• online safety workshops for parents and carers in schools, workplaces and communities
• Online safety appointments and advice available from O2 Gurus and store teams
• online resources, including the Net Aware app and website which provides information on the top apps, games and websites used by children
Together, we’ll help to keep kids safe online and create a safer internet for everyone.
In 2017 we helped parents to take over 2 million actions to keep their kids safe online. This was supported via:
• A high profile behaviour change campaign, called ‘Share Aware’ alongside teaching resources and materials, which encourages parents and children to
think about how much they share online. The campaign inspired over 750,000 actions by parents to keep their kids safe online.
Over 450,000 parents engaged through online safety guides and resources
• Over 34,000 parents engaged in online safety workshops and tutorials to learn more about their child’s online world
• Over 1000 of our people receiving online safety training which they can pass on to parents and families
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Giving youth more opportunities
Digital technology, mobile in particular, is helping to give more and more people instant and constant access to the possibilities of the online world. It can also
challenge inequalities by providing services, information and opportunities; connect people and communities wherever they are; and boost future economic growth.
But people need access to these services – including those in deprived areas, people who lack skills or opportunities, or those with a disability or impairment. 2.3
million UK digital workers are needed by 2020, and young people, a generation that’s grown up with the internet, are best placed to fill this gap. Yet, despite their
digital agility, young people can struggle to prepare for and find employment. Job insecurity and rising educational and socioeconomic inequalities mean that many
face an uncertain future, and the gap between aspiration and reality continues to grow.
We have a role to play in providing more opportunities for people to collaborate, learn, share, pool ideas and create positive change together. We want to make sure
no-one is excluded from making the best of technology, and we want to help people in their homes, workplaces and communities enjoy the social, environmental
and economic opportunities of 24/7 connectivity. We especially want to encourage a generation of young people to be more confident and learn new skills to
successfully transition into the world of work. Whether collaborating with other businesses to offer young people access to work experience and apprenticeships or
enabling whole communities to connect through rolling out greater rural coverage – we want to make more things possible for more people and give everyone the
chance to live better with technology.
Our Go Think Big initiative is helping young people access and make the most of opportunities, wherever they’re from. It helps them showcase their ideas and
ambitions, and to use technology to improve themselves, their local community and the world around them. Go Think Big provides funding, mentorship and
money-can’t-buy opportunities, supporting young people to:
• develop and improve their digital skills
• use technology to participate in social action and create change for the better in communities
• access exclusive work skills, experience and apprenticeships from ø and our partners
Working with employees, businesses, charities and suppliers, we’re making the most of our reach and the strengths of those with whom we work.
In 2017 we helped over 250,000 young people from all areas of the UK, which included:
• helping 2775 young people to showcase their ideas and ambitions, and to use technology to improve themselves, their local community and the world
around them
• providing access to over 7000 exclusive work insights, experiences, skills opportunities and jobs via GoThinkBig
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Creating access for all
We want to be fully accessible and actively contribute to equal opportunities, both for people with disabilities and older people. In order to achieve this, we
focus our efforts on raising awareness around ‘design for all’ so that products and services are made accessible at the point of inception. Our goal is for all our
products and services to be accessible to every customer.
Overall, our accessibility strategy and efforts focus mainly on the following two areas:
• Our customers and the societies in which we operate, because we believe that access to the digital world is essential for improving people’s lives. In addition,
in some cases, such as for people with disabilities, technology constitutes a key tool for their day-to-day lives
• 	Ourselves, where we have implemented policies on labour inclusion as part of our commitment to diversity as a source of talent. We believe that people with
different abilities enrich us all. In addition, we strive to improve access to all our facilities
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Employee matters
Our aim is to create an environment that attracts a diverse and talented workforce with a focus on the customer and passion for our brand. This enables our people
to perform at their best and help us to deliver on our customer led, mobile first strategy.
We do this through three priorities.
• High Performing Culture - creating an environment and mind-set that encourages our people to perform at their best
• Workforce Capability - ensuring we have the best people with the right skills for today, and a growth mind-set for tomorrow
• Our People Experience – making it easy for our people, so they can spend their time at work on the things that matter
At ø, people are the core of the business, representing one of our greatest assets. We aim to develop our employees’ capabilities in full, drive high satisfaction
and wellbeing, and make sure there are equal opportunities for all. We also encourage smart working so that employees can work flexibly and maintain a good
work-life balance.
Policies that support our people include:
• Diversity and Inclusion
• Email, Internet, Phone and Social Networking Policy
• Flexible Working
• Study/Training
We recognise that ø employees are vital ambassadors for the strategy and programmes of Our Blueprint. Employees are kept aware of the importance of doing
the right thing through our business principles, comprehensive policies and training help guide day-to-day decision-making and any concerns about breaches of our
ethical code can be reported through our confidential help facility.
Our employee engagement platform, Our Blueprint, supports and tracks involvement so we can recognise and reward people taking part in our social and
environmental programmes: we are proud that around 1 in 3 employees get involved in volunteering programmes. When new people join us, we direct
them to our Welcome Lounge, which encourages them to engage with our sustainability agenda as soon as they arrive. And to help deliver our ambition, an
element around Our Blueprint is written into each employee’s personal objectives.
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2017 activity
•Throughout 2017 we maintained employee engagement levels (as measured by our employee engagement survey). Leadership is important to give clarity
of ambition. We ran a Wider Leadership Event for 180 leaders across the business, allowing us to set expectations for the next phase of our business and bring
us together as one team
• Launched Workplace by Facebook to all employees, offering a new way to communicate, collaborate and innovate
• We received over 7000 applications for our 2017 grad and apprentice programmes, assessed 230 candidates at 15 assessment centres and were pleased to
welcome 46 graduates and 35 apprentices to the business in September
• Talent potential assessments were completed for our senior leaders which will help us shape talent development in 2018 and we continued to run our existing
talent programmes: Emerging Leaders, Women in Leadership and Accelerate. Overall retention for these three programmes is 98.4%
• To focus on gender balance and diversity, we grew our Career Returners programme, making us one of only 24 UK companies offering this kind of programme.
The 11-week paid programme was targeted at women who are looking to restart their careers after an extended break of 2+ years out of the workplace and
included mentoring, training and an opportunity to network. Of the 12 participants, 10 secured permanent roles within ø and 2 decided to take up other
opportunities closer to home
Recent Awards
Glassdoor Employers Choice Awards – Best Places to Work 2018 (placed at 35 in the top 50 employers and the only telco in the list)
Best Sales programme (Silver award) – Training Journal
Britain’s most admired company in the Telecoms sector (management today)
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Health and safety
We are committed to ensuring the health and safety of all our people and others who may be affected by our activities, such as our contractors, partners’ customers
and members of the public.
This commitment is stated in the Health and Safety Policy. The policy places responsibility for health and safety performance on:
• us to continually improve health and safety performance and comply with relevant legislation and other standards
• our employees
• our contractors.
The policy is provided in buildings and made available through the intranet and externally through the ø website.
Due diligence processes to ensure compliance to the policy
Our Health and Safety Management system sets out the arrangements, procedures and responsibilities for implementing the Health and Safety Policy across all of our
business activities. The management system defines the:
• organisational structure for managing health and safety
• planning activities for health and safety and in meeting legal compliance
• roles and responsibilities for employees, managers and key people
• processes and procedures to implement the intent of the Health and Safety Policy
• arrangements to review and improve health and safety performance
The Telefónica UK Health and Safety Management system is registered to BS OHSAS 18001 and is independently assessed and validated by the British Standards
Institute (BSI) annually.
In 2017 we had nine assessments undertaken by BSI over five days, during which nine minor non-conformances were raised and closed within the set timescale.
In 2017, we achieved registration to Achilles RISQ (Rail Industry Supplier Qualification scheme) to enable us to undertake work for our Rail Industry customers.
Registration was achieved by passing an independent two-day audit of our procedures and processes required specifically for the rail industry. We also passed
an independent two-day audit for Achilles UVDB registration (Utilities Vendor Database registration) to be able to work for our utilities customers.
We hold a Safety Schemes in Procurement (SSIP) registration with BSI demonstrating our capability to act as a principal contractor, contractor, principal
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designer or designer, under the Construction Design and Management Regulations 2015. To achieve SSIP registration we were assessed against core criteria that
verified we have the experience, trained staff and health and safety processes to meet our customers’ needs at the pre-qualification stage.
Audit and inspection
We have an audit and inspection five-year plan for our offices, equipment sites and retail stores. In 2017 there were:
• 43 internal and external health and safety audits (health checks) completed
• 310 actions raised
• 218 actions closed within first target date
• 92 actions closed within second target date
We have an inspection regime for our cell site construction activities and in 2017, there were 764 cell site construction activities inspected of which:
• 645 sites had no issues raised
• 119 sites had issues raised
Training
All employees and contractors that have an ø pass, must take three mandatory Computer Based Training (CBT) courses for health and safety. The courses must be
taken as part of the induction process for a new starter and then repeated every two years. The completion rates for 2017 were: Display Screen Equipment 96%;
Safety and You 95%; and Fire Awareness 97%.
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Ethical supply chain
We are committed to sustainable procurement and supplier management throughout the entire value chain. The basis for our actions is formed by the fair and
long term partnership with our suppliers. We use our own supply chain policies and web-based tools in our supplier management system for the evaluation of our
suppliers taking social and environmental impacts in to account. We also proactively work with our larger suppliers to make social and environmental commitments
using our power purchasing to drive change.
The growing importance of technology, information and communication services in society, the development of new data-based services, and new activities that
Telefónica has undertaken (e.g. ø Drive), have led us to expand our impact analysis. We remain aware, not only of our traditional activities such as management of
our human resources and our supply chain, but also of aspects of growing concern to society such as the right to privacy, the right to freedom of speech, or rights
related to access to telecommunications services and the environmental impact of our activity.
Respect for human rights is a key element in our Responsible Business Principles and our Supply Chain Sustainability Policy. We provide various communication
channels (employee reporting channel, supplier channel, Responsible Business channel) to our stakeholders to enable them to confidentially and anonymously
communicate or report situations that violate human rights or could result in a lack of respect for the rights of people or the communities in which we operate. We
also regularly perform an impact analysis to identify areas where we must work with particular diligence to safeguard those rights.
We work hard with our supply chain to ensure all of our major suppliers have carbon reduction programmes in place as part of our procurement process. In
recognition of this, we achieved a world first with our certification to the Carbon Trust Supply Chain standard at Level 3. Our supply chain policies require that we
only do business with those who share our vision, have similar policies in place and commit to joining us on this journey.
Our commitment
Based on the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights we have developed an express commitment to respecting the human rights of our
stakeholders. This includes our employees, members of the community, customers and business partners, as well as the millions of people who we influence every
day through our products and services.
We respect our employees, defining and implementing exacting labour, environmental, health and safety standards, as well as fair, equitable, high-quality
labour conditions.
We are fully aware that, as a part of a leading global technology provider, we can help to promote – or be used to impede – human rights.
We extend the responsibility to respect human rights to our business relations. Requiring high performance levels from our supply chain – in labour,
environmental and health and safety conditions – is a way for us to promote and obtain the best result to achieve changes and thus mitigate the risks
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related to abusive behaviour in business relations.
The primary approach to managing supply chain risk is to embed stringent sustainability requirements in all tenders and contracts. Compliance is assured by riskbased due diligence assessment against the Telefónica Supply Chain Sustainability Policy, a policy that sets out our standards across the full spectrum of sustainability
considerations. This due diligence is achieved through desk-based assessments of supplier responses against our policy, on-site audits, and Eco Vadis (an online
assessments of supplier sustainability management policy and process).
Additionally we have:
• used third parties to conduct assessments of selected suppliers where we have been unable to do so directly
• tried new tools like Laborlink (a third party managed mobile based worker survey) to evaluate its potential to provide visibility of sustainability conditions in the
supply chain beyond tier 1
• conducted safety assessments of supplier’s site build working practices assessing some 764 site build activities in 2017 using assessment partners
• conducted Security specific assessments of partners with access to personal identifiable Information (58 in 2017)
• started working with the Joint Audit Co-operation (JAC) to collectively build the capability of JAC suppliers to manage sustainability
Conducting direct audits on sustainability, we have assessed both current and prospective partners in our smart metering and networks supply chains. We have also
carried out desk checks of supplier RFP responses and engaged with partners across all our purchasing categories through our supplier awards.
In 2017, there were over 800 assessments of suppliers or supplier activities with some aspect of sustainability in scope through all of the means that we use.
Opportunity management
We’ve used our procurement spend to influence suppliers to go beyond basic code compliance, so that our money can increase social contribution and environmental
protection. At tender, we have required suppliers to make specific environmental and social commitments as part of their contract. This is an approach which we
have routinely adopted with major procurement awards. There were more than 30 new social and environmental commitments in 2017.
Carbon reduction
Following our achievement of certification to the Carbon Trust Supply Chain Standards at level three, in December 2016, we have continued our efforts
to take control of Carbon in the supply chain. With major awards, we routinely require suppliers bidding for our business to have either an active carbon
reduction plan which they commit to in the contract or a plan to establish a carbon reduction programme, which must also be contractually committed.
Using the Carbon Trust we measured both the size of our supply chain emissions and the percentage of those emission sources with which we had
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agreed carbon reduction programmes in 2016 – we found it to be greater than 18%. During 2017 our ongoing and routine agreement of carbon reduction
programmes with new suppliers will have grown this figure and we intend in 2018 to formally measure it again. Our expectation is that we will be at 25% or
better by the end of 2018. Some 17 new carbon reduction programmes were agreed with suppliers in 2017.
Helping small business
We believe that enabling small business within our direct and indirect supply chain helps to drive employment and innovation. In response to this belief we held
our fifth ‘Meet the Buyer Fair’ in 2017. This is an event open to small business where we provide an opportunity for SMEs and Social Enterprise to meet our
buying teams and six of our major suppliers to learn what we buy, how we buy and how to become part of our extended supply chain. 60 SMEs and social
enterprises attended.
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KPIs
Unit

2016

2017

%

78.8

79.5

Total energy consumption

MWh

499,351.42

520,391.40

Energy from renewable sources

MWh

285,098.45

289,823.28

Emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG)

tCO2eq

115,564.68

93,704.65

Direct emissions (scope 1)

tCO2eq

10.269.38

7,699.95

Indirect emissions (scope 2, “location-based method”)

tCO2eq

105,295.31

86,004.70

Indirect emissions (scope 2, “market-based method”)

tCO2eq

195,459.77

177,829.12

Waste managed

Tonnes

579.36

594.92

%

99.97

99.96

Impacts

362,502

258,487

Impacts

1,681,902

2,354,954

Maintain registration to BS OHSAS 18001

Y/N

Yes

Yes

Fatalities

Units

0

0

Enforcement action

Units

0

0

Reportable injuries (RIDDOR)

Units

25

4

Total incidents

Units

319

163

Economic
% purchases awarded locally
Environmental

% recycled waste
Social

Number of young people helped to access information, advice and high-quality work experience
Online Safety

Number of actions to keep children safe online
Health and Safety
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